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Abstract 

Background: In developing sub-Saharan Africa countries such as Cameroon, the head CT-scan, which 
is more available and accessible than magnetic resonance imaging, gold standard, exposes to a high 
irradiation dose level and is still expensive. In those countries, head CT-scan has become a routine 
exploration in patients with headache. In front of this inflation, it is necessary to assess CT-scan requests 
and their profitability in the patient management.  

Objective: To assess the relevance and the usefulness of head computerized tomography scanner (CT-
scan) requests in the management of adult headache in two referral teaching hospitals of Cameroon, in 
order to improve their appropriateness. 

Methods: This was a prospective cross-sectional study conducted in medical imaging units of the 
Central Hospital of Yaounde and the Laquintinie Hospital of Douala on five months period. We 
confronted indication mentioned on head CT-scan requests to the recommendation grades and 
indication’s mentions of the referral imaging guidelines of the French Society of Radiology in order to 
assess the relevance on the one hand. We also confronted head CT-scan results to the expectations of 
the requesting physicians in order to assess the usefulness on the other hand. 

Data analysis: Non-parametric statistical analysis. 

Results: During the study period, 169 examinations requests for headaches were collected. Symptom 
was the main clinical data mentioned on CT-scan requests (60.4%), followed by the suspected clinical 
diagnosis (40.2%). Requesting physicians were general practitioners (50.3%), followed by neurologists 
in 14.2%. Overall, 92.3% of requests were judged appropriate while 2.4% were non-indicated. The 
general practitioner’s requests were non-indicated in 75% of the cases. Inappropriate requests multiplied 
by two the risk of having no significant abnormality on the head CT-scan. Of all the head CT-scan 
requests, 73.2% were useful and 100% of relevant CT-scans were also useful. 45.5% of useless head 
CT-scans were requested by a general practitioner. 

Conclusion: Physicians need to follow the guidelines and justify the use of head CT-scans in patients 
suffering from headache in order to improve the relevance and usefulness of head CT-scans requests. 

Keywords: relevance, usefulness, head CT-scan requisitions, headache, imaging referral guidelines, 
radioprotection, French Society of Radiology, Cameroon. 
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Background 

Headache or cephalalgia is defined as diffuse pain in various parts of the head, with the pain not confined 
to the area of distribution of a nerve [1]. Headache is among the most common pain problems 
encountered in daily practice [1–3]. International Headache Society classifies headache into primary 
(without any organic cause) or secondary (with organic cause) [1,4,5]. In most instances, the physician 
can accurately diagnose a patient’s headache and determine whether neuroimaging is indicated or not 
[1]. 

The indication refers to a description of a patient clinical’s state on an examination request, using either 
symptom, clinical sign, syndrome, clinical diagnosis, or the aim of the examination [6]. Each of them 
can be associated to the past history summary or the information on the evolution of causal pathology 
[6]. Additionally, the indication is an obligation for the justification of the examination, which serves as 
a guide for the exam achievement, the interpretation, and consequently improve the sensitivity [6]. 
Owing to the complexity, the multiplicity, and the heterogeneity of clinical presentations, the use of 
neuroimaging for headaches is frequent and well codified. Additionally, referral guidelines for medical 
imaging, such as the one of the French Society of Radiology, have been elaborated for physicians in 
order to help them decide when an imaging study would be useful and identify the most appropriate 
examination for a particular patient in term of radioprotection [7]. This guideline assesses the relevance 
of an imaging examination according to six indication mentions. Thus, the examination can be indicated, 
indicated only in specific cases, specialised (must be requested only by specialist physicians), initially 
non-indicated, non- indicated, and contraindicated [7]. Four recommendation’s grades (A, B, C, AE), 
based on decreasing scientific evidence levels, have been proposed for each imaging examination, in 
order to bring out both diagnosis sensitivity in given clinical situation and clinicians-radiologists 
expectations [6,7]. Indeed, neuroimaging in adult headache is usually requested by specialists, resident 
students and general physicians. The result is useful, either positive or negative, when it has a substantial 
impact on the patient management and care [6,8]. 
In developing countries of sub-Saharan Africa such as Cameroon, the head CT-scan, which is more 
available and accessible than magnetic resonance imaging (IRM), gold standard [1], exposes to a high 
irradiation dose level [9] and is still expensive. Also, head CT-scan has become a routine exploration in 
patients with neurological clinical presentation [10] such as headache. In front of this inflation, it is 
necessary to assess CT-scan requests and their profitability in the patient management [10,11].  
To our knowledge, no study assessing head CT-scan requests for adult headache disorder has been 
carried out in Cameroon. Therefore, we initiated to assess the relevance and the usefulness of head CT-
scan requests in the management of adult headache’s in two referral hospitals in Cameroon, in order to 
improve their appropriateness. 
 

Methods 

Design 

We conducted a prospective cross-sectional study in medical imaging units of the Central Hospital of 
Yaounde and the Laquintinie Hospital of Douala which are two teaching hospitals in Cameroon, for a 
period of five months, from January to May 2017.  

Sampling 

We consecutively and non-exhaustively included head CT-scan requests, with or without contrast 
enhancement, of patients aged from 18 years or above, sent for the investigations of headache. Headache 
could be either the single symptom mentioned on the request or associated to others various clinical data 
such as symptoms, syndromes, clinical diagnosis, examination finality, and past history. All included 
requests were sent from those teaching hospital’s units. The minimal sample size was calculated using 
the formula n=t2×p (1-p)/m2 where n is the minimal sample size required for the study, t is the accuracy 
level to 95% (standard value is 1.96), p is the estimated prevalence in the study setting, m is the error 
margin to 5% (standard value is 0.05).  We referred to the study of Becker LA and al, title Use of CT-
scan for the investigation of headache, which found that CT-scans were ordered for approximately 3% 
of patients with headaches [1,12]. The minimal sample size was therefore estimated based on that 
prevalence at 45 head CT-scan requests for headache. 
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Data collection and statistical analysis 

After informed consent of eligible patients, data were collected on a pre-established data sheet 
and made anonymous before any computerization. Clinical information contained on the request were 
classified as symptom, syndrome, examination finality, clinical diagnosis, and past history. Then, they 
were confronted with indication’s mentions (indicated, indicated only in specific cases, specialised, non- 
indicated, and contraindicated) of the referral guidelines for medical imaging of the French Society of 
Radiology, and to the four recommendation grades (A, B, C, AE) of an imaging examination. The 
indication’s mentions were equally confronted with the physician qualification. After collecting clinical 
information on the request, the head CT-scan was performed in helical mode (HITACHI SUPRIA 16 
slices) with or without contrast enhancement according to clinical situation. The CT-scan reading was 
performed in both cerebral and bone windows by at least five years’ experience radiologists in head CT-
scan reading. The results were classified into two groups (normal and abnormal) and four results 
(positive without associated lesion, positive with associated lesion, negative and abnormal, negative and 
normal) related to the expectations of requesting physicians. We have considered positive without 
associated lesion, a head CT-scan result revealing the significant lesion as clinically suspected by the 
requesting physician with no other lesion. The result was positive with associated lesion when the head 
CT-scan showed the lesion as clinically suspected, associated with one or more other significant lesions. 
The result was negative and abnormal when the clinically suspected lesion was not found, but the CT-
scan showed one or more other significant lesions. Therefore, a request was considered useful when its 
result was either positive with and without associated lesions, or negative and abnormal. The results of 
head CT-scan were equally confronted with both indication mentions and physician qualification. 

Statistical analysis has been performed using the SPSS version 23.0 software. The Chi-square 
test was used for the percentages comparison, and the Odds ratios were used to bring out associations. 
A p-value less than 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. 

Results 

During our study period, 169 CT-scan requests for headache were collected. 

The symptom was the most prevalent clinical data mentioned on CT-scan requests (60.4%), followed 
by clinical diagnosis (40.2%). A same request could have one or more clinical information (figure 1). 

Head CT-scan requests were mainly done by general practitioners (50.3%), followed by neurologists 
(14.2%). According to referral imaging guideline of the French Society of Radiology, 92.3% of 
requests were appropriately prescribed (34.9% were indicated, 53.3% were indicated only in specific 
cases and 4.1% were specialised). Four head CT-scan requests were non-indicated (2.4%) and three of 
them were requested by a general practitioner (75%) (Table 1);

The most head CT-scans requested were of grade A and B evidence recommendation (92.9%) (Table 

2). 

The table 3 confronts indication’s mention to the results of the CT-scan.
73.2% of head CT-scans requested were useful. All indicated CT-scans were also useful (100%), and 
twenty-six of thirty-seven CT-scans indicated only in specific cases were useful (70.3%). 

On table 4, we noticed that inappropriate requests (initially non-indicated and non-indicated) multiplied 
by two the risk of having no significant abnormality on the head CT-scan. 

The table 5 confronts the result of the CT-scan to the physician qualification. Of eleven useless head 
CT-scan, five (45.5%) were requested by a general practitioner.

Discussion 

The justification of medical imaging examinations is the first basic radioprotection principle of patients 
exposed to ionizing radiations [9,12,13]. 
Radiology request are an essential communication tools used by clinicians referring patients for 
radiological investigations. The clinician is required to state the reason for referral as this helps 
radiologists to better understand the patient’s condition [14]. This reason can be mentioned as a 
symptom, syndrome, clinical diagnosis suspected, finality of the examination, and/or notable past 
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history of the patient. In our study, the main clinical information on requests was the symptom, 
headache, in 60.4% of the requests.  
The study conducted by Moifo and al in Cameroon on the relevance of indications of medical imaging 
examinations showed different  results with the symptom as main clinical information on the requests 
in 30.9% of their cases[6]. That study included additionally to CT-scan, the radiography, the 
ultrasonography. The participation of those additional examinations could explain the difference 
observed in both proportions. Symptom and other clinical information written on the requests are also 
determinant on the justification, the relevance of the indication of the examination, and lead the choice 
of the best neuroimaging technique to perform according to patient’s clinical condition and international 
evidence-based guidelines.  
Therefore, we found that 34.9% of head CT-scans performed for headache were indicated, according to 
the appropriateness guidelines for medical imaging explorations of the French Society of Radiology. 
This proportion is less than 59.5% found by Moifo and al [6]. Indeed, CT-scans represented only 13% 
of their sampling. Evolution of technical and practices in neuroradiology is ascertained [11], leading to 
frequent readjustments in international guidelines for medical imaging [7]. So, the advent of MRI (gold 
standard) has substantially decreased head CT-scan indications and requests for neurological disorders, 
which is therefore mostly indicated only in specific cases. We found that 53.3% of head CT-scans 
requested for headache disorder were indicated only in specific cases, probably due to the expensiveness 
and low availability of MRI in our environment. 
General practitioners ordered 50.3% of head CT-scan, followed by neurologists with 14.2% of requests. 

You and al found in Canada that 75.9% of head CT-scans requested for headache condition were the 
ordering of general practitioners, followed by neurologists with 15.6% of requests [8]. This reality 
illustrates the status of general practitioners in first line of patient’s care process in health care systems. 
They ensure the selection of emergency cases, and subsequently if needed they refer the patients to 
specialist physician after initial check-up with clinical and paraclinical tools.  
Additionally, in teaching hospital setting, some requests of general practitioners are written from the 
order of specialist physicians.  
In spite of this high level of requests ordered by general practitioner, the frequency of non-indicated CT-
scans is 2.4% in our study. This is near to 1.5% found by Moifo and al [6]. This low prevalence firstly 
denotes the improvement of physicians’ knowledge on compatibility neuroimaging-clinical condition 
like described in guidelines, and secondly the ability of radiologists to reject performing imaging when 
it is not justified according to the clinical condition considered. Indeed, we found that inappropriate head 
CT-scan for headache significantly increases the risk to find no abnormality, and three of four non-
indicated requests were ordered by general practitioner (75%) as they requested most head CT-scans in 
adults with headache. 
Technical developments of CT-scan imaging, especially the increase of the avaibility of multislice CT-
scan, with increased scanning speed and volume as well as higher spatial and temporal resolution, have 
significantly enhanced the diagnostic value of CT-scan in many clinical applications [11]. CT-scan has 
become an important diagnostic imaging modality, with high diagnostic accuracy and efficacy in both 
traumatic and non-traumatic conditions [11].  
Justification of the application of CT-scan is one of the main principles that physicians need to be aware 
of when choosing CT-scan as the first-line technique for diagnosis. It has been reported that 30% or 
more of the CT-scans currently performed may be unnecessary [11]. This report corroborates our results, 
with 27% of CT-scans ordered in patients with headache and which didn’t impact on patient 
management. Additionally, Jordan et al recently reported that CT-scan imaging of non-focal headache 
in emergency settings has limited cost efficacy due to a lower percentage of positive clinically 
significant results. 31.8% positive CT-scan findings were found in their study group, but only 1.02% 
showed clinically significant results which required a change in patient management [15]. 
There is also a relationship between a justified CT-scan and his value and contribution in the patient 
management. 100% of indicated CT-scans and 70.3% of head CT-scans indicated only in specific cases 
were useful in our study group. Renaud Emont and al showed that 97.5% of CT-scans with normal 
result were not useful for the patient’s management [10]. This study show that a better ordering of 
requests could reduce significantly inappropriate CT-scans [10]. 
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Conclusion 

Since CT-scan imaging of headache disorder has become a widespread and growing problem with 
significant economic implications, physicians need to follow the guidelines and justify the use of head 
CT-scan in order to improve his relevance, usefulness, and profitability for the patient management. 

List of abbreviations 

CT-scan = Computerized tomography scanner 
MRI= Magnetic resonance imaging 
GP = General practitioner 
ENT = Ear-Nose-Throat specialist 
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Figure 1: Types of clinical information on CT-scan requests 
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